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ABSTRACT 
he aim of this study was to develop calculation methods for estimating the most important 
system level performance characteristics of the WCDMA radio network (i.e. network 
capacity and coverage) in the presence of interference from various sources. The calculation 
methods described in this work enable the fast design of radio systems with a reasonable degree 
of accuracy, where different system parameters, propagation conditions and networks as well as 
frequency scenarios can be easily tested. The work also includes the development and 
verification of a propagation model for a microcellular environment. 
Traditionally, system level performance figures have been retrieved using system simulations 
where the radio network has been modeled as accurately as possible. This has included base 
stations and mobile stations, propagation models, traffic models and mobility models. Various 
radio resource management (RRM) algorithms, such as power controls and handovers have also 
been modeled. However, these system simulations are very complex and time consuming and 
typically the models are difficult to modify. The idea behind this work is to use the main 
statistical parameters retrieved from accurate, case specific propagation models and to use these 
statistics as input for the developed analytical radio network models. When used as output from 
these analytical models we are able to obtain the performance measures of the network. 
The specific application area for the developed methods is the evaluation of the effect of the 
interference from the adjacent frequency channels. Adjacent channel interference decreases the 
efficiency of the usage of the electromagnetic spectrum i.e. the spectral efficiency. The aim of a 
radio system design is to ensure that the reduction in the spectral efficiency is as low as 
possible. This interference may originate from the same or a different radio system and from 
the same or another operator’s network. The strength of this interference is dependent on the 
system parameters and the network layout.  
The standard questions regarding adjacent system interference between different operators’ 
network are what guard band is needed between the radio carriers in order to maintain the 
quality of the network or what are the main mobile and network parameters, such as adjacent 
channel emission levels or adjacent channel selectivity, required in order to achieve satisfactory 
network performance. With the developed method proposed here it is possible to answer these 
questions with reasonable accuracy.  
One important aspect of network performance is the radio wave propagation environment for 
which the radio systems are designed. This thesis presents methods evaluating radio wave 
propagation, especially for cases where the base station antenna is below the rooftops, i.e. in the 
case of microcellular network environments. The developed microcellular propagation model 
has been developed for network planning purposes and it has been verified using numerous 
field propagation measurements. The model can be used in cases where the mobile station is 
located either indoors or outdoors. 
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3GPP 3rd Generation partnership project (produces WCDMA standard) 
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ACI  Adjacent channel interference 
ACIR Adjacent channel interference ratio 
ACLR Adjacent channel leakage ratio  
ACS Adjacent channel selection 
BS  Base station 
cdma2000 IS-2000 
CN Core network 
DECT Digital enhanced cordless telephone 
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EDGE Enhanced data rates for GSM evolution 
FDD Frequency division duplex 
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GO Geometrical optics 
GPRS General packet radio system 
GSM  Global system for mobile telecommunications 
GSM1800 GSM for 1800 MHz frequency band 
HO Handover 
IMT-2000 International mobile telephony, 3rd generation networks referred as IMT-2000 
within ITU 
IP Internet protocol 
IS-2000 IS-95 evolution standard 
IS95 cdmaOne, one of the 2nd generation systems, mainly in Americas and in Korea 
ISI Intersymbol interference 
ITU International telecommunications union 
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LP LOS polygons 
MRC Maximum ratio combining 
MAI Multiple access interference 
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Mbps 106 bits per second 
Mcps 106 chips per second 
MMS Multimedia message service 
MS Mobile station 
MSS Mobile-satellite service 
NB Narrowband 
NLOS Non line of sight 
NMS Network management system 
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PC Power control 
PCS Personal communications systems 
PHS Personal handy phone system 
PS Packet scheduling 
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RAN Radio access network 
RF Radio frequency 
RNC Radio network controller 
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RRM Radio resource management 
SIR Signal-to-interference ratio 
SMS Short Message Service 
TCP Transport control protocol 
TDD Time division duplex 
Tx Transmitter 
UDP User datagram protocol 
UE User equipment (3GPP terminology for MS) 
UL  Uplink 
UMTS Universal mobile telecommunications system 
UTRAN UMTS terrestrial RAN 
WCDMA Wideband code division multiple access 
WWW World wide web 
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CONTRIBUTION OF THE ARTICLES 
aper P1 introduces the analytical model for the evaluation of capacity reduction in the 
WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) system in downlink (DL) in cases 
where there are narrowband, interfering base stations at the adjacent frequency bands. The 
model has been used in cases where there are other systems spectrally close to the WCDMA 
system, such as in the PCS band in the United States or when deploying WCDMA in the 
existing GSM band in Europe. The results show that capacity reduction can be decreased by 
appropriate mobile station design or by using a suitable radio network scenario. The developed 
model is relatively simple to use for network performance evaluation purposes.  
Paper P2 uses this analytical model in order to compute the coverage reduction due to 
adjacent channel interference. The effect of various interference mechanisms is studied in 
Papers P1 and P2. 
In Paper P3 the interference coupling model between WCDMA and IS-95 systems in the 
uplink (UL) direction is developed. The model takes into account the power control coupling 
between two CDMA systems and the adjacent channel interference due to mobile station 
emission masks and base station receive filtering. The model can be used to compute the 
needed guard band between IS95 and WCDMA systems if they are operated at adjacent 
frequency bands.  
Paper P4 describes a method for estimating capacity reduction in the WCDMA system in the 
DL direction due to mobile-to-mobile interference. This interference scenario takes place in the 
case of possible 2.5 GHz band usage for WCDMA in the future. The paper describes a simple 
analytical method which takes into account non-uniform user distribution over the network 
area.  
The first author developed the mathematical models for papers P1-P4, carried out the 
simulations, performed the analysis and reported the results. In Paper 2 the second author also 
co-wrote the report and the fourth author provides the propagation maps for the study. Other 
authors advised on the work and provided some corrections for papers P1-P4. 
The effect of radio channel time dispersion on the link level performance of WCDMA is 
studied in Paper P5. The ray-tracing model was developed in order to collect statistical 
information from the radio channel time dispersion in a typical microcellular network 
environment. The link level baseband model, with various reference channel profiles, was used 
to study the performance of the 2 Mbps downlink connection using multicode transmission. 
The probability of having channels in microcellular environment with significant intersymbol 
was then computed based on link level simulation and the ray-tracing simulations. The first 
author of the paper carried out the link level simulations and implemented the required ray-
tracing propagation model. The analysis and the writing of the report was carried out by both 
authors.   
Paper P6 reports the development of the microcellular propagation model for network 
planning purposes. The model is based on the ray-tracing technique but the method includes 
novel techniques for increasing the computational efficiency of the algorithm. The presented 
model was verified by measurements and the agreement was shown to be relatively good. The 
first author developed the model and the calculation algorithms, was involved in carrying out 
the propagation measurements and reported the results. The second author implemented the 
propagation model algorithm in C programming language.  
The propagation model reported in paper P6 was extended in paper P7 to take into account 
radio wave penetration into buildings. Thus, it is assumed here that the transmitter (base 
P 
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station) is located outdoors and the receiver (mobile) is located indoors. This penetration model 
uses the outdoor propagation data as input when estimating the indoor field strength. The model 
was verified by indoor measurements carried out in various different building types. The third 
author developed the first draft propagation model, which was improved by the first two 
authors. The third author was also involved when the measurements were carried out and 
prepared the final paper for the conference and presented it. 
Papers P8 and P9 are chapters from books covering GSM/EDGE and WCDMA system 
performance and network planning issues published by Wiley. These papers provide a general 
overview of adjacent channel interference when mixing different technologies using different 
operators.  Paper P8 covers interference from WCDMA to GSM/EDGE and from GSM/EDGE 
to IS-95 (CDMA2000) for cases when these technologies are utilized within the same 
frequency band. The paper shows results from Monte-Carlo simulations in which measured 
mobile station transmission power data sets from a real GSM1800 network were used in order 
to estimate the interference levels at the IS-95 base station.  
Paper P9 introduces the interference mechanisms associated with the utilization of the 
narrowband systems adjacent to WCDMA. A comparison of the different interference 
mechanisms by means of a simple worst case analysis is presented with additional simulation 
results computed with a static WCDMA network simulator. The capacity reduction of 
WCDMA due to presence of narrowband interference sources was simulated for both 
macrocellular and microcellular network environments.  Paper P9 presents results from the 
analytical capacity reduction estimation for both uplink and downlink directions. It also 
proposes some general network planning principles from the WCDMA performance point of 
view in cases of refarming1 2G networks with the WCDMA system. In both P8 and P9 the work 
was carried out and reported by the author.  
 
1 Refarming: re-using of the electromagnetic spectrum. For example if part of the current GSM dedicated spectrum 
is allocated for other systems e.g. WCDMA. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
he mobile telecommunication industry has undergone great changes and seen significant 
developments over the past few years. The whole industry has changed from making 
marginal military and vehicle oriented products to delivering mobiles and network components 
to mass markets. Analog systems have evolved into digital ones, backpack sized terminals have 
become compact, fashionable communication devices which are now part of our everyday lives. 
The information carried through mobile communication systems is no longer just speech, but 
also short messages (SMS), multimedia messages (MMS), data, and e-mail etc. In the future, it 
will also be possible to communicate through video, retrieve streaming music or browse the 
World Wide Web via a mobile Internet. Also, the borders between computers, cameras, videos 
and mobile phones is becoming fuzzy.  
Are there any limits to the development of wireless personal communications? The answer to 
the question has to be yes due to the following limitations: limited electromagnetic spectrum, 
limitations in the technology required for storing electrical energy within stringent size 
constraints, and what is perhaps the most important factor, the amount of money and time spent 
by people on mobile communications. The size of mobile devices is a critical factor as well; 
they have to be light and small enough to be carried, but also large enough to be useful in 
everyday life.  
Of the above frequency limitation is perhaps the most obvious limiting factor. Mobile radio 
communication is only possible within a relatively narrow frequency band, in the radio wave 
part of the electromagnetic spectrum, approximately between 0.1 to 5 GHz. For the lower 
frequencies there is no free spectrum available and electronic devices as well as antennas 
become quite large in size. For the upper frequencies radio wave attenuation is too great to 
allow for the building of cost-effective networks. Buildings, vegetation and even rain attenuate 
radio wave propagation to such a large extent that the coverage area of the transmitter becomes 
too small to be economically feasible. The usage of frequencies for telecommunication above 5 
GHz is mainly for indoor communication purposes and for fixed line-of-sight radio links.  
The remaining 4 to 5 GHz of the electromagnetic spectrum in which cellular mobile radio 
can be utilized is, however, also needed for other purposes: radio, television, radio navigation, 
weather satellites, military radios, radio links, private radio for officials, remote controlling, 
remote sensing, satellite navigation, amateur radio, satellite mobile applications, wireless 
cameras and military radars. Thus, there are lots of other applications which use the same 
physical resource, i.e. the electromagnetic spectrum in the region in which radio wave 
propagation attenuation is sufficiently low enough. Because the spectrum is a finite natural 
resource, one of the most important targets of radio system design is to obtain maximum 
spectrum efficiency. This means that the overall information flow through a communications 
system (or several systems) for a given amount of RF spectrum has to be maximized within a 
given geographical area. Of course it is possible although not economical to increase the 
density of the radio cells. This method, however, reaches its limits quite quickly since the 
interference between adjacent cells becomes more difficult to control and hence this starts 
degrading the system performance. The propagation environment has a large influence on 
interference and this is what this work is mostly concerned with: studying the usage of 
environment specific propagation models within the area of mobile radio system design.  
This work consists of two separate study items: radio wave propagation modeling and 
WCDMA radio network performance studies. Section 2 introduces the basic characteristics of 
T
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WCDMA radio technology and the most important variables describing its performance. 
Section 3 concentrates on radio wave propagation in the urban microcellular environment. This 
section describes the basic characteristics of urban radio propagation and introduces the 
subsequently developed microcellular propagation model. The radio wave propagation 
modeling is reported earlier in [1] and in papers [P6] and [P7]. The main emphasis in this work 
is, however, on the analysis of WCDMA performance in the presence of adjacent channel 
interference by using the propagation model data. The summary of that work is shown in 
Section 4 and this part of the work is reported in papers [P1]-[P5], [P8] and in [P9]. 
Conclusions of the thesis will be drawn in Section 5. 
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2. WCDMA MOBILE RADIO NETWORKS 
2.1. WCDMA System Overview 
enerally speaking third generation mobile communication systems (3G) refer to those 
cellular mobile technologies which have been introduced after second generation systems 
such as GSM (Global system for mobile telecommunications), and which have several 
additional services related to high-speed data transport. 3G systems are expected to provide 
mobile multimedia services within similar quality, coverage and user cost constraints to those 
that exist today for implemented speech services, e.g. the GSM system. The acronym for 3G 
systems in Europe is UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System), which has been 
standardized by the 3GPP (3rd Generation partnership project) organization. The respective 
international (in ITU, International Telecommunication Union) abbreviation for 3G is IMT-
2000. UMTS utilizes WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) as radio access 
technology. This section describes the characteristics of the WCDMA system in general. For a 
more detailed description, see [2] or [3], for the UMTS system and [4] for mobile 
communication systems in general. The further evolution of the GSM system will enable some 
of the 3G services to be offered by an evolved GSM based radio system as well. The usage of 
GSM, GPRS (General packet radio system) and EDGE (Enhanced data rates for GSM 
evolution) for 3G services is studied in [5]. Even though UMTS was meant to be a universal 
system, the different spectrum allocations for different parts of the world complicates its 
straightforward usage.  
The 3G network will be able to transfer data for various kinds of services with considerably 
higher bit-rates than second generation (2G) systems. UMTS will be able to support both 
circuit switched and packet switched transmission modes. In circuit switched traffic the 
connection between both ends is always open and data flows from one end to another at a 
constant rate and in real time, i.e. without any delays. Speech or video telephony is an example 
of these real time traffic applications. In a packet switched connection, data is split into small 
portions (packets) and the data rate of each packet may not be constant. This means that there 
can be delays between the packets and this transport mode can therefore be referred to as non-
real time. Examples of packet data applications are web browsing and downloading e-mail. 
Typically, the transport layer protocol used for packet data services is either TCP (Transport 
control protocol) or UDP (User datagram protocol). Also, conversational or streaming services, 
such as speech, can be carried over non-real time connections, however this requires very tight 
delay requirements, i.e. the delay between packets should not exceed a certain maximum value. 
The success of internet protocol based technologies during the past few years will also be 
extended to mobile data communications by UMTS. With UMTS high-speed packet data 
services it will be possible to provide real time services such as voice and video that are based 
on packet data transport through radio access as well. Delay, bit-rate and data error rate 
requirements differ, however, among these services and thus, the radio bearer, which comprises 
the physical properties of the used transmission mode, depends on the requested service. At the 
beginning of each (data) call the application will ask the network to establish a radio bearer 
with appropriate Quality of Service (QoS) requirements for the requested service and the 
network will subsequently check the available radio resources and will either reject or accept 
the request. The network is also able to change the bearer automatically, for example in 
handover situations where the mobile moves from one cell to another.  
UMTS specifications include two different duplexing modes: FDD (Frequency division 
duplex) and TDD (Time division duplex). At the moment, deployment of the FDD mode is by 
G
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far the more widespread as it is more suitable for fulfilling outdoor and large area coverage 
requirements. The usage of the UMTS TDD mode has been considered for indoor usage only. 
Only the UMTS FDD mode will be considered in this thesis.  
In WCDMA the information bits are spread over a wide bandwidth W by applying channel 
coding and by subsequently multiplying them with a spreading code. The chip2 rate of the code 
is 3.84 Mchip/s and the carrier bandwidth is nominally 5 MHz. Each symbol in the WCDMA 
air interface contains a variable number of constant duration chips. The spreading factor, which 
is the ratio of the chip rate and the symbol rate across the air interface varies, hence different 
services with different bit rates can be obtained by changing the spreading factor. The 
processing gain is defined as 10⋅log10(W/R), with R the user bit-rate. The processing gain 
includes both bandwidth enlarging effects, channel coding and spreading. For a speech user 
with a bit-rate of 12.2 kbps the processing gain is thus 25 dB, which means that in WCDMA 
the receiver base-band processing the received level of the desired signal will be increased by 
25 dB relative to the thermal noise and interference. On the other hand, in high bit-rate packet 
access the data bit rate and therefore the processing gain might change during the user session 
due to different service requirements, which means that the receiver’s ability to extract the 
signal from interference changes as well. The total bit-rate that the system can support is 
therefore dependent on the current interference level. The data rate can be changed on a frame-
to-frame basis. The duration of a WCDMA radio frame is 10 ms. 
The 3G mobile telecommunication system includes user equipment (UE), the radio access 
network (RAN), core network (CN) and the network management system (NMS). UE is 3GPP 
terminology and refers to mobile station (MS). The RAN is responsible for setting up the radio 
connection and maintaining the connection subject to the chosen QoS requirements. This is a 
quite complicated task since the mobile terminal has to be able to move freely around the 
geographical network area and the network has to be able to support a large number of different 
users with varying service requirements. The CN takes care of switching the connection to 
other telecommunication networks, public telephone networks or to and from the internet. 
When modeling the capacity and the coverage of the radio system, the CN is typically assumed 
not to be limiting the radio performance. In other words, the transmission, switching and 
controlling systems are assumed to have infinite capacity.  
The RAN in UMTS (i.e. UMTS Terrestrial RAN, UTRAN) consists of base stations (node 
B) and radio network controllers (RNC). Node B is 3GPP terminology and refers to base 
station (BS). The RNC is responsible for controlling and allocating the radio resources for each 
user, managing handovers and acting as a service access point from the core network point of 
view. Under each RNC there are several BS through which the signal is transported to the user 
equipment via the air interface. Thus, a BS performs the processing of the bit stream coming 
from the RNC for the air interface. This includes the channel coding, interleaving, rate 
adaptation, spreading modulation, and radio frequency (RF) processing. The base station also 
includes some radio resource management (RRM) functionalities. 
The performance of the radio system is governed by the system parameters (minimum 
requirements usually defined in system specifications), radio network planning as well as the 
RRM algorithms and parameterization. The RRM functionalities are responsible for allocating 
radio resources (such as RF power, time, codes and radio carrier frequencies) for each user so 
that the QoS targets for each user are met. In the following section a brief introduction to the 
RRM in the WCDMA system will be given. 
 
2 Chip: the smallest data unit in CDMA transmission. The carrier bandwidth equals to inverse of chip period. 
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2.2. Radio Resource Management in WCDMA 
Power Control 
 The WCDMA radio link between the MS and the RAN is designed so as to maintain a 
constant quality which can be defined for example by the frame error rate (FER). Constant 
quality is justified by the fact that if the link quality were to be too high (the FER is below its 
target value) the link specific power allocated for one user would be higher than necessary. This 
causes additional interference to other users of the network, which in turn decreases the overall 
network capacity. The constant quality in the uplink and in the downlink is ensured by an outer 
power control (PC) loop.  
In the uplink direction (from the MS to the BS) the RNC asks the BS to decrease the SIR 
(Signal-to-Interference Ratio) target in case the measured quality (FER) is above the FER target 
and increase the SIR target if the measured quality (FER) is below the FER target. In the closed 
PC loop the BS asks the MS to change its transmitting power based on the SIR measurements. 
The measured SIR is compared periodically to the SIR-target sent by the RNC.  
In the downlink direction (BS to MS), the MS measures the SIR, compares it with the target 
SIR set by the downlink outer loop PC, and asks the BS to increase or decrease the power 
dedicated to that particular mobile accordingly. The MS and BS change their transmitting 
power for every transmitted slot so that the power control frequency is 1.5 kHz for both 
directions. With slow moving terminals the fast power control loop is able to follow the fast 
fading of the radio signal, however, this increases the average transmitted power of the MS as 
indicated in [6]. The fast power control also provides automatic link adaptation for fast changes 
in the radio channel caused by multipath fading and variations of other user interference. This 
fast adaptation stabilizes the received signal level and decreases the probability of frame errors, 
and thus increases the system capacity as well. On the other hand, fast power adaptation in 
response to changes in the own (MS to BS) link causes power peaks in transmission which 
disturbs adjacent cells in uplink direction.  
 
Handovers 
In order to allow high mobility for the user the system enables several types of handovers 
(HO). The MS can make the HO from one cell/sector to another (soft/softer HO), from one 
frequency to another (inter-frequency HO) and from one system to another (inter-system HO). 
In addition to this, the mobile is able to make intra-frequency HO (hard HO). This is needed for 
those cases in which soft HO is not possible (e.g. due to a lack of radio resources) or is disabled 
by the operator for some other reason (e.g. cell maintenance). During soft handover, the mobile 
is connected to two base stations simultaneously. This is possible in a CDMA system since 
adjacent cells use the same frequency.  
To initiate soft handover the mobile selects the preferred cells (active set) based on its 
common pilot power measurements or more specifically the wideband SIR measurements from 
the pilot channel and the BS either accepts or rejects the suggested cell selection. The mobile 
can be connected to one or more base stations (soft handover) or one or more base station 
sectors (softer handover) at the same time. In the former case the uplink FER-level for the outer 
loop power control in RNC is computed with selection combining of signals coming from 
different base stations. In the latter case the uplink combining (maximum ratio combining) is 
done at the base station. The soft(er) handover increases the cell capacity in uplink compared to 
hard HO because it decreases the interference coming from adjacent cells. The most likely 
interfering mobiles are typically at the cell border (i.e. those using the highest Tx (transmit) 
powers) and during soft(er) HO they are power controlled by two (or more) adjacent base 
stations. The soft(er) HO provides also a seamless handover across the cell borders. On the 
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other hand, soft(er) handover consumes base station processing and RF transmission power 
resources and also increases the need for signaling between the base station and RNC.  
In addition to soft handover, the system is able to support hard handovers between different 
carriers and between different systems (WCDMA↔GSM handovers, for example).  For a 
UMTS operation the operator typically has a licensed spectrum for 3-4 5 MHz WCDMA 
carriers available, which supports the flexible utilization of different frequencies in different 
cell layers. For efficient usage of the total bandwidth the network operator has to utilize 
hierarchical cell structures, where different cellular layers geographically overlap. In practice, 
this means that the same area has been covered with macrocellular, microcellular and 
picocellular networks. The RAN controls the loading, throughput and coverage of each layer 
and selects the most suitable layer to which a particular mobile will be connected.  
 
Other Radio Resource Control Algorithms 
In the WCDMA system each user induces interference to other users. This subsequently 
reduces the capacity and the coverage of the network compared to an unloaded network. In 
order to achieve the predefined targets for the performance (i.e. coverage, capacity, QoS) and 
to keep the MS and BS transmit powers stable at all times, the interference levels throughout 
the system have to be managed in a controlled way. Hence, in addition to the above mentioned 
handover and power control, there are other RRM functionalities in the system managing the 
multiple access interference (MAI): the admission control (AC), the load control (LC) and the 
packet scheduling (PS) functionalities, which are located in the RNC and/or in the BS.  
The AC either accepts or rejects the establishment of a new radio bearer. This is subject to 
the constraint of keeping the coverage and the capacity of the RAN at a planned target. This 
may happen when a new bearer is requested or when an existing bearer is modified (e.g. a 
change in the bit-rate). The AC estimates the total interference levels if a user requesting the 
service is to be allowed to enter the system. If the total interference levels are above the 
predefined target values, the request is denied.  
The PS controls the bit-rates and the load of the non-real-time traffic. The packet scheduler 
estimates the acceptable bit-rates and loading for an additionally requested packet data service 
and also controls the total load by changing bit-rates or dropping bearers. The PS schedules 
also transmit periods for the packet data usage.  
The LC only takes place when, for some reason, the admission control or the packet 
scheduler can not control the load and the system has been driven into an overload situation. In 
this case the LC asks the users to decrease the target SIR or it reduces the data throughput or, in 
extreme cases, drops the calls. 
2.3. Interference in WCDMA  
The air interface capacity of a CDMA cell is not pre-determined from the available spectrum 
amount and thus it cannot be planned very accurately. That is, the capacity is dependent on the 
performance of the receivers in a time varying environment and also on the interference within 
its own network and the spectrally adjacent network. The capacity might also be limited by the 
maximum available number of spreading codes and hardware resources. One of the most 
challenging parts of radio network planning is the estimation of the required traffic since the 
radio network planner has to know, at least approximately, what kind of services are going to 
be used, the likely user locations and hot-spot areas. It is also crucial to know the degree of 
asymmetry in multimedia services. In web-browsing, for example, the downlink traffic is larger 
than the uplink traffic and this has to be taken into account during network planning as well.  
In most cases the WCDMA network is interference limited and thus the radio network 
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planning can be considered as being the control of the interference throughout the system. 
When the number of users (or user bit-rates) increases the interference increases, meanwhile the 
required MS and BS transmission powers have to increase, in order to achieve a required 
performance. The change of the cell range due to change of the load of the cell is usually 
referred as “cell breathing”. When the load of the cell and therefore the interference increases, 
the coverage threshold increases as well, shrinking the coverage area. In order to achieve the 
required coverage area for a given service level, the coverage areas have to be planned 
assuming maximum loading of the system in order to avoid coverage holes due to the cell 
breathing effect. Thus, in the coverage planning phase, the possible load (number of users or 
used throughput) has to be taken into account. 
For both uplink and downlink the interference present at the receivers also varies in time. 
Some interference sources can be nearly invariant in time whereas other sources may be very 
“peaky”.  This includes strong short-term variations of the received signal. These large 
fluctuations happen especially with higher bit-rates and with packet transmissions where the 
transmitter sends short packets by using relatively high power. For instance the data transported 
via TCP/IP throughout the internet consists of packets and tends to be very bursty. Hence, this 
internet related data traffic also causes interference peaks in the radio network. The interference 
sources can be grouped as follows:  
1) Inter symbol interference (ISI). This interference is due to overlapping symbols in the 
same bit-stream caused by multipath radio propagation.  
2) Own cell interference caused by other users connected to the same cell. 
3) Other cell interference caused by users connected to other cells in the same system. 
4) Power leakage from the adjacent carrier in the same system. This includes intra 
operator interference and inter operator interference. Intra operator interference is 
usually rather small since the interference sources are controllable. 
5) Interference from other systems (such as GSM, WCDMA TDD, CDMA2000, etc)  
6) Interference from other, non-controllable sources such as traffic, illegal transmissions, 
radar systems, electronic devices, etc. 
All these interference types decrease the system performance (coverage and capacity) and 
have to be minimized if possible in order to increase the spectral efficiency of the network. 
ISI and own cell interference can be decreased with improved receiver algorithms. Other cell 
interference can be minimized, for example, by proper site planning, antenna selections, 
handover parameter optimization and with frequency planning. Figure 1 shows the frequency 
allocations for 3G mobile communications systems. The UMTS TDD allocation is adjacent to 
the UMTS FDD uplink allocation which causes interference phenomena between these two 
modes. In North America there are no specific frequency allocations for IMT-2000 services. 
This means that existing PCS frequencies (frequency blocks A-F) have to be utilized for 3G 
purposes (re-farming of 2G systems). The potential interference between 2G and 3G systems 
causes the performance reduction of  both systems under certain circumstances. The capacity 
effect of intersystem interference has been studied in Papers [P1]-[P4] in specific 
circumstances. A more general description of the intersystem interference and various 
interference sources can be found from Papers [P8] and [P9]. 
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Figure 1. Frequency allocations around the world for IMT-2000 (International mobile 
telephony). ITU/RR S5.388 means spectrum recommendations according to ITU (International 
Telecommunication Union). Figure from [3]. 
2.4. Capacity of the WCDMA network 
In this section the capacity of a homogenous, equally loaded network will be derived. The 
CDMA capacity has been subject to extensive research work, [7]-[10], hence only a short 
introduction is given here.  
2.4.1. Uplink Analysis 
It is assumed in the following analysis that the power control works perfectly, so that the MS 
and the BS only use the minimum needed power in order to achieve the required performance. 
This is close to reality when the power control is fast, as it is in WCDMA. The correlator in the 
CDMA receiver introduces the processing gain for the desired signal over the interference. The 
processing gain is the ratio of the bit period and the chip period defined as (W/Ri), where W is 
the chip-rate (3.84 Mcps in WCDMA) and Ri is the bit-rate. With this assumption the 
processing gain includes the effect of channel coding as well. The performance measure of one 
link is the needed bit-energy per noise density, Eb/N0 which can be retrieved from link level 
simulations and is averaged over many fade durations. The criteria for the received power for 
MS i can be written as: 
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where pi is the received power from the mobile i at the base station reception. The required 
Eb/N0 for the mobile i and for a certain service quality is ρi, Iown is the interference coming from 
the mobile user's own cell, Iother is the interference coming from other adjacent cells, Ios is the 
interference coming from the adjacent systems and N is the thermal noise. By defining the 
other-to-own cell interference ratio as fUL=Iother/Iown, setting Ios=0, and by writing Iown as a sum 
of the received signal power from the mobile's own cell the equation becomes: 
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where νj is the average voice activity factor indicating the portion of time when the user is 
actively transmitting and k is the number of users in the cell. When every user has the same 
service (constant R,ν and ρ) the received power can be written as: 
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The own cell interference is the total power received from the own cell users. This equation 
gives the minimum allowed received power at the BS from MS as a function of the number of 
users in a cell in order to obtain a satisfactory link performance for a certain service.  
Figure 2 shows how the needed received power at the BS increases as a function of the 
number of users in a cell with different Eb/N0-values and with different other-to-own cell 
interference ratios ( fUL ). Parameter fUL indicates the isolation between adjacent cells, i.e. how 
much power leaks from other cells to the cell in question. If fUL equals 0, the adjacent cells are 
completely isolated, but in practice fUL is typically between 0.2 and 1. Target Eb/N0 for a certain 
service in order to obtain satisfactory link performance is dependent on the radio channel, 
mobile speed, type of interference and the receiver structure. Figure 2 indicates that the 
minimum allowed received power at the BS, i.e. the coverage threshold, increases as the 
number of users increases or when the Eb/N0 -target or when fUL increases. This means that at 
the same time as the coverage area of a cell decreases, the mobile stations run out of power at 
the edge of the cell. In radio network dimensioning this effect has to be taken into account, and 
this is done so that the cell can be planned for a certain maximum number of supported users or 
a maximum amount of traffic.  
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Figure 2. Required received Rx power (=Coverage threshold) as a number of users in UL. 
The theoretical maximum capacity (pole capacity) of the system can be calculated by setting 
the denominator of the Equation (3) to zero:  
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The total interference in UL is the sum of the own and other cell interferences + thermal 
noise N. If we use the previous formula for the own cell interference and fUL as the other-to-own 
cell interference ratio in uplink we get: 
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where ηUL is defined as the loading of the system. Therefore the total system interference at the 
BS is:  
ULUL
UL NN
N
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Equation (7) hence gives the total UL interference level of the system as a function of the cell 
loading. The additional loading margin for the uplink link budgets can then be defined as: 
).1(log10 10 ULIL η−=  (8) 
The typical maximum loading value of the network is around 0.6, which gives about a 4dB 
reduction in the link budget. In order to compute what the effect is on the cell range the 
appropriate propagation model has to be utilized. The capacity of the system in uplink can be 
defined as the maximum number of users for which the loading value is lower than a certain 
maximum value. The UL loading of the system, which is equivalently defined as: 
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is thus dependent on the number of users, user bit-rate, target Eb/N0 value (ρ), other-to-own cell 
interference ratio (fUL) and the used chip rate. From these variables ρ and fUL are dependent on 
the propagation environment, i.e. mobile speed, radio channel conditions (multipath), radio 
network topology etc. 
The target Eb/N0 is dependent on the particular service and the mobile speed but it is also 
dependent on the characteristics of the radio channel and the power control. When the radio 
channel is time dispersive or, equivalently, frequency selective, so that there are several 
resolvable (delay more than one chip) multipath components (taps) present, the RAKE receiver 
is able to allocate several demodulating branches and to combine the energies from them 
coherently, which provides multipath diversity. The combined signal fades less and hence the 
signal estimation and decoding are more accurate. The combining method used is the maximum 
ratio combining (MRC), which maximizes the signal to noise ratio of the combined signal. In 
the case of only a single resolvable channel tap (i.e. flat fading channel) the channel fading is 
Rayleigh and multipath diversity is not present [11]. In this case the signal estimation is less 
accurate and the needed received Eb/N0 is larger in order to obtain a given frame error rate 
(FER) performance. However, due to fast power control in the WCDMA the Eb/N0 is relatively 
low even in flat fading channels. The needed Eb/N0 is also dependent on whether the mobile is 
in SHO or not. In the case of SHO the Eb/N0 is lower due to additional diversity in reception 
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[3], [6]. The other-to-own cell interference ratio (fUL) is also strongly dependent on the 
propagation environment. When the cells are well isolated fUL is small and the capacity is 
higher. When the adjacent cells are less isolated and/or the border of the adjacent cells is not 
well defined, as in the case of macrocells, fUL tends to be large and the capacity is hence 
relatively lower. This is the case when the traffic is uniformly distributed over the network, 
which is the basic assumption in this approach, see for example [12], [13]. The adjacent 
macrocells can be isolated from each other by using an appropriate antenna configuration, as 
shown in [14]. When the adjacent cell is less loaded, fUL is lower, hence giving an additional 
capacity gain to the own cell. 
2.4.2. Downlink Analysis 
The total transmitted power P needed in the base station in order to maintain k simultaneous 
connections each having a bit rate of Ri and Eb/N0 requirement of ρi will be computed here. The 
total power P is the sum of the link specific powers of the dedicated channels and the power of 
the common channels, such as the pilot channel. The power criteria for a single user i with an 
allocated downlink power of pi can be written as in [15]: 
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where W is the chip rate, Li is the path loss from BS to MS i, Ioth is the other cell interference, 
N is the thermal noise and αi is the average orthogonality factor. The orthogonality factor 
describes the ability of the receiver to remove the own cell interference in the downlink by 
using orthogonal codes. When the channel time delay variation is much less than the chip 
period, Tc there is only one resolvable multipath i.e. tap present and there are no additional 
replicas of the received signal, the codes of different downlink users are orthogonal with 
respect to each other. In this case the own cell interference can be removed and the 
orthogonality factor is 1. In reality, there are usually several multipaths with independent fading 
processes present, and thus the orthogonality is a time dependant variable. The average 
orthogonality factor and the Eb/N0 requirement can be estimated from link level simulations [3]. 
The needed average required Tx power for MS i is then: 
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By summing pi over all users in the considered cell and adding the constant power Pc 
describing all the common channel powers, such as the pilot power, we get: 
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If it is assumed that there are neighboring cells with the same transmitting power P, the other 
cell interference from M other cells around the own cell, Ioth is: 
∑
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where Lni is the path loss from cell n to the MS i of the own cell. The total BS power P can 
then be solved as: 
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where fDL,i is the other-to-own cell interference ratio in downlink. Equation (14) can be 
simplified by using equal services and average path loss values and this approximated 
formulation of the average BS transmission power can be used for dimensioning purposes 
especially when the number of users is assumed to be large: 
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where L is the average path loss of the cell. The variables DLf  and α  are the average 
downlink other-to-own cell interference ratio and the average orthogonality, respectively. The 
average downlink Eb/N0-target is ρ.  In fact DLf  and α  do not represent exact average values, 
but typical values for the considered environment. The orthogonality changes as the multipath 
profile of the radio channel changes thus accurate average values are very difficult to estimate. 
When the multipath propagation increases, the orthogonality of the channel decreases, which 
decreases the overall downlink capacity. 
Figure 3 shows the needed transmitted power from the BS in the case of mixing two services, 
with various percentages of different services calculated according to Equation (14). With a 
highly dispersive radio channel (α=0.6) the capacity is reduced compared to a channel with less 
multipath. The effect of the service mix is also shown. This analysis does not take into account 
the effect of soft HO users for which the target Eb/N0 would be lower due to macro diversity 
combining. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Needed power at the BS for DL in the case of service 1 (62% 12.2 kbps speech (ρ=7 
dB), 25% 64 kbps data (ρ=5 dB) and 13% 144 kbps data (ρ=4 dB)) and service 2 (80% 12.2 
kbps speech (ρ=7 dB), 16% 64 kbps data (ρ=5 dB) and 4% 144 kbps data (ρ=4 dB)). The 
orthogonality is either 0.6 or 0.9, fDL was 0.65, Pc=30 dBm, average pathloss is 130 dB and 
the background noise level is set to –100 dBm 
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3. RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION MODELING 
his section describes the basic characteristics of urban radio propagation and introduces the 
developed microcellular propagation model. The radio wave propagation modeling is 
reported earlier in [1] and in papers [P6] and [P7]. 
3.1. Overview 
In order to estimate the performance of any radio system the physical properties of the radio 
channel have to be known. Typically, the radio channel can be characterized by several factors 
such as its average attenuation, narrowband fading properties, wideband propagation properties 
and by its direction of arrival properties [16].  
In the case of the average attenuation the average path loss (typically expressed in dB) 
between the transmitter and the receiver is of interest. It includes the cable losses, antenna 
gains, and the distance attenuation due to radiowave propagation attenuation but not the effect 
of multipath propagation i.e. fast fading. The average attenuation includes the effect of the local 
environment or so called slow fading due to the shadowing effect of the buildings, trees and 
terrain height variations. 
In the case of narrowband fading we are interested in the effect of multipath fading on the 
signal envelope over a narrow frequency band, which should be less than the coherence 
bandwidth of the channel. Typically, this fast fading can be modeled with Rayleigh distribution 
(e.g.[11], [17]). The wideband characteristics of the radio channel gives information about the 
delay characteristics of the radio channel, i.e. what are the multipath propagation conditions in 
the radio channel. The direction of the arrival properties of the radio channel give information 
about the spatial distribution of the incoming radio paths.  
Propagation models are used either for radio system design or for radio network planning 
purposes. These two application areas present different requirements for the model. For radio 
system design purposes the mean electric field, the signal variance and the precise estimation of 
the short term fading are usually required whereas in network planning only the mean value of 
the electric field is needed. On the other hand, in network planning the model has to be 
computationally efficient in order to estimate the received field strength values for a large 
geographical area.  
The path loss in decibels can be defined as: 
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where Pt and Pr are the transmitted power and the received power respectively. The path loss 
is dependent on the gain patterns and polarization states of the used transmitting and receiving 
antennas. In reality the propagation environment is changing all the time because of moving 
vehicles, pedestrians, moving trees, etc. and thus the received power and the path loss are 
functions of time and the location of the receiver. 
 If the electromagnetic wave propagates in a free space the power density [W/m2] of the 
wave is: 
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where Gt(φ,θ) is the antenna pattern to the direction (φ,θ) and r is the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver. When the polarizations of the incoming wave and the antenna of 
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the receiver are matched:  
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where Aeff is the effective area of the receive antenna [m2] and λ is the wave length [m]. Gt 
and Gr are gains from the transmitting and receiving antenna respectively. The free space path 
loss can be then computed: 
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In practical situations there are almost always obstructions or reflecting surfaces in the way 
of the propagation path. In these situations the environment affects the propagating wave in 
many ways and these can be categorized according to different propagation mechanisms. In the 
case of mobile telecommunication where the used frequency is around 2 GHz and both the 
transmitter and the receiver are close to the ground surface the effective propagation 
mechanisms can be classified as follows: 1) free space propagation (in line-of-sight, LOS), 2) 
reflections, 3) diffractions, 4) scattering and 5) penetration. This general treatment of the wave 
propagation where the signal travels from different paths from the transmitter to the receiver is 
called multipath propagation.  
Propagation models used in radio network planning for the urban environment are either 
theoretical or semi-empirical. In macrocell planning (macrocell refers to the cell where the BS 
antenna is above rooftop level) semi-empirical models are preferred because of the complexity 
of the propagation environment and the greater statistical nature of the propagation phenomena. 
The multipath propagation consists of many propagation routes due to multiple reflections, 
diffractions and incoherent scattering effects and various combinations of the aforementioned. 
Additionally, these mechanisms change rapidly over time when the MS moves. Thus, it is 
generally not feasible to model macrocellular propagation with any analytical method but it is 
more practical to use empirical or semi-empirical models, such as the Okumura-Hata model 
[18].  
In microcells where the base station antenna is below the rooftops the radio wave propagates 
mainly through street canyons via reflections and diffractions from building walls and corners. 
In this scenario an analytical approach is justified due to the fact that the number of significant 
propagation mechanisms is limited. In the case of microcells the attenuation due to buildings is 
large and the used transmit powers at the base station are low. Therefore the cell size is usually 
small. At the used frequencies (900 MHz and 1800 MHz in GSM and around 2 GHz in UMTS) 
the propagation of the radio wave can be analyzed by using the ray-optical theory. The 
propagation routes from the transmitter to the receiver can be computed with the ray-tracing 
algorithms.  
In urban areas with high user density the capacity of the overall network can be increased by 
using picocells, where the base-station antenna or antenna systems have been installed inside 
the buildings. In this case the propagation can be characterized with indoor propagation models 
which are, however, outside of the scope of this study. The effect of indoor propagation on 
network performance has been reported in [19]. 
 
 
Macrocellular propagation modelling 
The Okumura-Hata (OH) model is widely used in coverage calculation in macrocell network 
planning. It is based on measurements made by Okumura [18] in Tokyo. The original graphical 
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database by Okumura was described using mathematical formulas derived by Hata [20]. Further 
developments of the model were made by COST 231 [21] to extend the validity range of the 
model in the 1.8 GHz band.  
In the original OH model the path loss was computed by calculating the empirical attenuation 
correction factor for urban areas. It is a function of the distance between the base station and 
the mobile station and the frequency. This factor was added to the free space loss. The result 
was corrected by the factors for the base station antenna height and the mobile station antenna 
height. Further correction factors were provided for street orientation, suburban, open areas and 
propagation over irregular terrain. 
Hata’s formulas are valid when the frequency is between 150 to 1000 MHz (for COST 231-
Hata mode the range is 1.5-2.0 GHz), the base station height is between 30 to 200 meters, the 
mobile station height is between 1 to 10 meters and the distance is between 1 to 20 kilometers. 
The base station antenna height must be above the rooftop level of the buildings adjacent to the 
base station. Thus, the model is proposed as being usable for propagation studies in macrocells. 
The Walfish-Ikegami model provides a semi-empirical approach based on the assumption 
that the transmitted wave propagates over the rooftops by a process of multiple diffraction for 
non-line-of-sight conditions (NLOS). The buildings on the line between the transmitter and the 
receiver are characterized as diffracting half screens with an equal height and range separation 
[22]. For the LOS situation the original model [22] were added to using the street canyon 
model [23] and [24]. The resulting model is called the COST-231-Walfish-Ikegami model.  
Although the Walfish-Ikegami model is considered to be a microcell model it should not be 
used when the antenna of the transmitter is below the rooftops of the surrounding buildings. In 
this case the transmitting wave travels through street canyons and not over the rooftops as is 
assumed in the model. For obstructed paths in microcells the model only implies a rough 
empirical function versus a base station antenna height. The assumptions used in the Walfish-
Ikegami model restrict its usability in those cases where the dimensions of the buildings are 
identical and they are uniformly spaced. Also, the terrain height must be constant in the 
calculation area.  
 
Ray-tracing modeling 
There are several weaknesses in the empirical or semi-empirical models for propagation 
studies in microcellular environments. If the mobile antenna height is below the rooftops of the 
surrounding buildings, the nature of the propagation phenomena changes. This situation can not 
be analyzed with statistical methods anymore because the size of the individual building is large 
compared to the cell size and the exact geometrical properties of the building can not be 
ignored as in the case of macrocellular models. Furthermore, the near environment of the base 
station antenna also has a strong effect on propagation. The effect of the nearest buildings on 
the radiowave propagation buildings can be taken into account by using ray-tracing models. 
Ray-tracing models are based on the ray optical approximation where the radiowaves have 
been assumed to propagate through rays. In the ray optical approximation the fields are known 
to travel along rays and the radio wave propagation can be calculated according to geometrical 
principles. The scattering can then be calculated by assuming that each part of the scattering 
object can be considered as an infinite plane interface, and the incoming wave can be treated 
locally as a plane wave. These approximations are valid when the scattering object is large 
compared to the wavelength, the surface roughness is small compared to the wavelength and 
the distances between the source, the scattering object and the observation point are large 
compared to the wavelength. These assumptions are valid when studying radio wave 
propagation in urban environments at typical mobile radio frequencies (1-2 GHz).  
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Each ray is assumed to be independent of the other rays and the field at the receiver is 
assumed to be the sum of the fields of the rays coming to the receiver location. The term “ray-
tracing” means that different computational techniques are used to find the routes of the rays 
through the propagation medium. When modeling the radiowave propagation in the urban 
cellular environment the propagation medium is typically the buildings. For the computation of 
the pathloss with ray-tracing the buildings have been modeled with vector data. The ray-optical 
approach is described in detail in [25] and [26] and its usage for ray-tacing propagation 
modeling has been described for example in [27] and [28]. The effect of the map on the 
prediction accuracy of the ray-tracing is studied in [29]. Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate various 
propagation mechanisms from transmitter to receiver in NLOS and LOS situations, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4. Propagation mechanisms in urban environment (NLOS): 1) diffracted wave, 2) over 
rooftop diffracted wave 3) reflected wave and 4) building penetrated wave. 
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Figure 5. Propagation mechanisms in urban environment (NLOS): 1) direct wave, 2) wall and 
3) ground reflected waves and 4) diffracted wave. 
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3.2. Propagation Modeling for Urban Microcells 
3.2.1. Propagation Mechanisms 
Propagation of the rays is governed by different propagation mechanisms when the ray 
interacts with obstacles such as buildings. The propagation mechanisms considered in ray-
tracing propagation models are typically: free space propagation, reflections, diffractions and 
wall penetration. The analytical calculations of the field strength of these mechanisms are given 
in the following subsections. 
 
Free space propagation 
The amplitude of the observed free space field can be expressed by using (17): 
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where P0 is the transmitted power, G(θ,ϕ) is the antenna gain at the angle of the spherical 
coordinates (θ,ϕ), η is the wave impedance (η≈377Ω in free space) and r is the distance 
between transmitter and the observation point. The electromagnetic field in the case of 
spherical waves propagates in the free space along its ray as: 
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where ρ is the principal radii of curvature of the phase front of the field, k is the wave 
number and s is the distance measured from the reference point. E(0) is the strength of the 
electric field at that reference point calculated by using e.g. Equation (20) in the case of 
spherical waves. The direction of the energy flow is perpendicular to the planes of the 
curvature.  
In urban propagation environments different obstacles such as houses, streets, trees, vehicles 
and pedestrians contribute to the propagating wave. Thus, the free space formula is only valid 
for certain situations. The direct field component is present if the transmitter is visible at the 
receiver point. However, if the Fresnel zone of the connection path is not clear of obstacles the 
free space formulas are not valid. In these situations the reflections and diffractions have to be 
included when calculating the total field at the receiver. 
 
Reflected Wave 
Reflections occur when the electromagnetic wave propagates towards a boundary between 
two media with different dielectric properties. The reflection point is the intersection of the 
incoming ray and the boundary surface. The direction of the reflected and transmitted wave 
obeys Snell’s law so that the reflection angle is the same as the incidence angle in the plane of 
incidence. The plane of incidence is the plane defined by the normal of the reflecting surface n 
and the incoming wave vector k. In this study only the plane boundaries and reflection 
coefficients for plane waves are examined. A more general treatment can be found, for 
example, in [25]. The reflected electric field is a function of the polarization, relative 
permittivity and the geometrical properties of these two mediums as well as the incidence 
angle. The polarization state of the incidence wave can always be represented as a combination 
of two orthogonal polarizations: the parallel and the perpendicular. The parallel (perpendicular) 
polarization means that the electric field of the incidence wave is parallel (perpendicular) to the 
plane of incidence. The reflected wave can be represented by: 
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,REE ⋅= ir  (20) 
where Ei and Er are the incident and reflected field strength (vectors) at the reflection point, 
R is the reflection coefficient which is dyadic. The field strength at the observation point after 
the reflection can be computed by using Equations (20) and (21). The reflection coefficient can 
be written by using the parallel and perpendicular unit vectors, 
⊥⊥+= eeeeR TETM RR ||||  (21) 
where RTM and RTE are the reflection coefficients for boundary conditions, where either the 
magnetic field or the electric field is perpendicular to the normal of the reflecting surface n 
respectively. Unit vectors ||e and ⊥e are parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
The reflection coefficients for the TE and the TM polarizations are (e.g. [30]): 
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where εr is the complex dielectric constant of the reflecting plane and θ is the incidence 
angle, i.e. the angle between the incoming wave and the normal of the reflecting surface. The 
complex permittivity of the building material is defined as [31]: 
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where ε is the relative dielectric constant of the material, σ is the conductivity expressed in 
S/m, ω =2πf, where f is the carrier frequency and ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum. In the case of 
rough surfaces the reflected field at the observation point can be divided into independent 
components: coherent and scattered. The scattered field increases when the roughness of the 
surface or the frequency increases. In this study the scattered field is not looked at in great 
depth. More information about the electric fields near the rough surfaces and the analytical 
rough surface models can be found in [32], [33]. However, the roughness with the Gaussian 
height variation disturbs the coherent reflecting wave thus decreasing the reflection coefficient. 
The average reflection for the rough surfaces can be handled by using the average reflection 
coefficient R TMTER , [34]: 
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where ∆ϕ is the parameter for the roughness and can be written by using the rms surface 
roughness height, ∆h: 
( )θπϕ −∆=∆ sin2 hk . (26) 
For a very rough surface the reflected wave is no longer coherent and thus equations (25) and 
(26) are no longer valid.  
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Diffracted Wave 
In order to demonstrate the ray optical approach we will concentrate on the street corner 
effect shown in Figure 6. The figure illustrates wave propagation around the corner assuming 
that there is no penetrated field through the building. The area outside the building can then be 
divided into three separate observation areas. In the first area (I) the observed field consists of a 
direct wave from the source and the reflected wave from the building wall. In the second area 
(II) only the direct component is present and in the third area (III) there is no incoming field.  
Source 
 
Figure 6. Radio wave propagation around the building corner. 
The obvious problem of the ray optical method is that the predicted field strength around the 
corner is zero, i.e. it does not take into account the diffracted field. As an extension to ray 
optical approach the geometrical theory of diffraction has been developed (see for example 
[25], [26]). The total field can be computed by summing the fields from ray optics and the field 
from the geometrical theory of diffraction. This total field predicts the correct field strength in 
the shadowing area but also gives the infinite field at the boundaries between the areas. This 
effect has been eliminated with various extensions to the original theory (see for example  [35], 
[36]). In the following the calculation of the diffracted field with the geometrical theory is 
shown.  
If a ray hits a point at the edge of the obstacle, that point is the source of the new field 
contribution, the diffracted field. In ray theoretical analysis of edge diffraction a new group of 
rays emanates from the source point (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Incident and diffracted ray on a singe wedge. 
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Diffracted electric field is given by following expression [35]: 
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where Ei and Ed are the incident and diffracted electric fields at the wedge point and the 
observation point and D is the diffraction coefficient of the wedge for a given angles ϕ, ϕ´ and 
β. The direction of the edge diffracted rays is defined by the Keller’s law of edge diffraction: 
r´⋅e= r⋅e. The polarization of the incident wave is transformed due to the diffraction process so 
that the diffraction coefficient becomes a dyad: 
⊥⊥+= eeeeD |||| TETM DD , (28) 
where DTM and DTE are the diffraction coefficients for the field polarizations where the 
magnetic and electric fields are perpendicular to the plane of incident respectively. The wave 
number is k and r is the distance between the diffraction point and the observation point (r=|r|). 
The plane of incident is the plane defined by the edge vector e and the incident ray r´. The unit 
vectors ||e and ⊥e are parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence respectively. A(r,r’) 
describes how the amplitude of the diffracted ray decreases over the distance from the wedge. 
For a spherical wave incidence the attenuation factor is defined as the following: 
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The diffraction coefficients DTM and DTE have been defined in [35], in the case of a 
diffraction in a straight vertical edge with infinite conductivity.  
 
3.2.2. Ray-tracing Calculation Method 
The computational efficiency is one of the most important measures when evaluating the 
usability of ray-optical approximation in operational propagation studies. The developed ray-
tracing algorithm used in this study and reported in [P6] is based on the usage of polygons, 
namely LOS-polygons (LP), diffraction polygons (DP) and reflection polygons (RP). LP refers 
to those receiver points which are visible from the transmitter (Tx) and where the direct ray-
component is calculated (Figure 8a). Every corner visible from the transmitter in the model is 
treated as a secondary diffraction source. Those computation points that are visible from the 
particular corner, c1, are bounded by the DP (Figure 8b). The diffraction component from the 
corner c1 is calculated only for those points in the map which are inside the polygon. The 
double diffraction component is calculated by using all the corners visible from the first corner 
as a virtual source. The double diffraction component is computed for those points which are 
inside the polygons of the double diffraction corner. It is noteworthy that the corner polygons 
are map-specific information and thus the polygon information has to be calculated only once 
for a certain building database.  
The reflection algorithm checks those walls segments that are completely or partially visible 
from the Tx point. The model computes the mirror images of the transmitter with respect to 
these walls segments after which the sectors produced by the mirror images and the 
corresponding reflecting wall segments are computed. A reflection polygon is produced by 
checking those walls inside this sector which are completely or partially visible from the image 
source after the reflecting wall. These wall segments act as the second reflectors for this 
iterative algorithm. The first reflecting wall segment, the sector and the second wall segments 
produce a polygon and by checking which of the receiving points are inside this polygon we 
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can calculate the reflected ray component to these points by using previously computed mirror 
images. The algorithm proceeds until the ending condition, either the minimum allowed signal 
strength level or the maximum number of desired reflections, is fulfilled. Figure 9a shows the 
example reflection algorithm. The reflection component can be computed to all the points 
inside polygon p5 through walls w1-w2-w1-w3-w4. The respective reflection polygons for each 
reflection are also shown in the figure.  
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Figure 8. LOS polygon (LP) and Diffraction polygon (DP). 
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Figure 9. Reflection polygons (DP) and the polygon tree. 
An adequate ray-optical solution for the propagation problem not only needs the calculation 
of multiple diffractions and reflections but also every single possible combination of them. In 
ray approximation every ray component refers to a plane wave which can be further diffracted 
or reflected. Also the diffracted ray can be further diffracted or reflected. Naturally, there is an 
infinite number of ray components that contribute to the observed electric field. In the real 
propagation environment scattered components from irregular building surfaces, cars, 
pedestrians and lamp posts also affect the total received field. It is assumed here, however, that 
incoherent scattering components have a minor effect on the total field and are therefore 
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neglected. By defining the maximum number of diffractions and reflections a hierarchical 
structure can be defined where every corner and wall of the preceding ray-mechanism produces 
a new diffraction or reflection polygon until the ending condition is true. Figure 9b shows an 
example of a polygon tree.  
The method introduced above can be used when predicting the outdoor field strength at 
street level. Paper [P7] introduces a method of computing the signal strength inside the 
buildings by using the sample points from the outdoor predictions just outside the building 
wall. The total signal strength at the observation point inside the building can be estimated as 
the sum of the field contributions coming via different propagation routes through the building. 
One signal component (or ray) from each wall visible at the observation point is computed. The 
selected ray corresponds to the strongest signal component from all signal components coming 
to the receiver. The developed model has been validated with measurements carried out in six 
different buildings and with four transmitter locations. The mean standard deviation of the 
prediction error i.e. the average difference between measured and predicted path loss values 
was 6.6 dB, which is a relatively good result for network planning purposes. 
The developed model can be used for network planning because of the fast, computationally 
efficient calculation algorithm. The accuracy of the model is adequate for most network 
planning purposes. However, the developed model is a two-dimensional model and is therefore 
not suitable for environments with variable building heights and for situations where the 
transmitting antenna is above the rooftops. For those purposes 3D ray-tracing or a semi-
empirical propagation model should be utilized. It should also be noted that the usefulness of 
the ray-tracing model is dependent on the availability of an appropriate vectorized map.  
Because the ray-tracing propagation model calculates the total received electric field as a 
sum of the ray components, the model can be utilized when calculating the time and angular 
dispersion of the received signal.  
The time dispersion contains information about the impulse response of the propagation 
channel and the model can therefore be distinguished as either a narrowband or a wideband 
model. In the narrowband model the transmitted wave mode is assumed to be the single carrier 
and the frequency dependence of the fading of the signal envelope is not considered. This 
means in practice that only the value of the signal envelope at every receiver point is computed. 
In the wideband model the transmitted wave model is assumed to be an impulse function with 
infinite bandwidth. Every single ray has a unique propagation path with a different path length 
and a combination of different propagation mechanisms. Thus, each ray is induced with its 
unique attenuation and phase changes in its propagation path. This ray response can be used to 
estimate the wideband model of the radio channel. This is merely an approximation of the 
impulse response as it is using the constant carrier wave frequency to calculate all of the 
propagation mechanisms and the real impulse includes "all" frequencies. In the wideband 
model in the time domain the received signal can be understood as a sum of the delayed 
components coming to a receiver via different propagation paths. In the frequency domain the 
spectrum of the transmitted wave is distorted by frequency selective fading. The effect of 
multipath propagation on the link level performance of WCDMA is reported in [37] and in 
[P5], where the channel wideband response has been calculated with the ray-tracing program. 
Paper [38] compares the measured and modeled fading characteristics in microcellular 
propagation environments at 900 and 1805 MHz carrier frequencies. Results show that when 
the distance between the transmitter and receiver are short ray-tracing can predict the fading 
characteristics well both in LOS and in NLOS conditions. 
The angular dispersion of the radio channel can also be studied with ray-tracing because the 
ray model also includes information about the direction of arrival of each ray segment. The 
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ability of the ray-tracing program to estimate the correct angular spreading in an urban 
environment is reported in [39]. In the study the measured and modeled field direction-delay-
spread functions were compared in LOS and in NLOS conditions in an urban environment. The 
field direction-delay-spread function includes information about the direction and the delay of 
each propagation path. Results show that ray-tracing can find the main propagation paths 
reasonably well, at least when the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is short. 
When the distance is long the real signal consists of components caused by non-coherent 
scattering from rough building surfaces, from trees and etc, which can not be modeled with the 
ray-tracing model. The direction data of the ray-tracing model can also be utilized in antenna 
design. In papers [40], [41] the ray-tracing model is utilized for the verification of different 
antenna array concepts for microcells. 
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4. EVALUATION OF THE NETWORK PERFORMANCE   
his section gives a short overview of the utilization of the propagation model in practical 
radio system design problems associated with adjacent channel interference (ACI). Related 
studies were reported in papers [P1] to [P5], [P8] and [P9]. The focus of the studies was to 
define calculation methods for estimating the effect of ACI on the performance of the WCDMA 
radio system. The focus was also on estimating average effects over the whole network rather 
than concentrating on the performance of a single transmission link.  
4.1. Interference from the Adjacent Narrowband System 
The study on the modeling of capacity and the coverage effects in the WCDMA system in 
the presence of adjacent carriers [P1], [P2], [P3] is summarized here. Figure 10 shows the basic 
frequency scenario and the most relevant system parameters which have been used in all these 
studies. The spectrally adjacent NB system is assumed to operate within the same geographical 
area as the WCDMA system. The frequency blocks utilized in the NB and WCDMA systems 
are WNB and WWCDMA respectively. In order to avoid possible performance degradation it is 
assumed that a guard band, of size ∆fg may be available between the two systems. The purpose 
of the studies is to estimate the required size of ∆fg between these two systems for different 
situations, in order to avoid any significant performance loss in WCDMA and also to identify 
the radio system parameters that impact the most on performance degradation. 
∆fg frequencyWNB WW CDMA  
Figure 10. Interference from adjacent narrowband carriers to WCDMA. 
4.1.1. Downlink Capacity 
The effect of narrowband interference on the downlink capacity of WCDMA is studied in 
paper [P1]. Various interference components from the adjacent, narrowband system increase 
the average needed DL transmitted power of the WCDMA system and decrease its maximum 
DL capacity. The requirement for the Eb/N0 –target can be derived from Equation (10) for this 
case, as shown below: 
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where INB refers to the interference power as shown in Figure 11, from the spectrally 
adjacent, narrowband base stations. INB is assumed to be Gaussian and it decreases the 
sensitivity of the WCDMA mobile. This interference component arises either from non-
idealities at the MS filters, out-of-band emissions from the NB base stations or from a non-
linearity in the receiver / transmitter at the MS or BS respectively. Equation (30) can be 
modified in order to calculate the total average transmission power of the WCDMA BS and 
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thus the capacity reduction of the system in the presence of ACI. The capacity reduction due to 
adjacent systems is dependent on the propagation environment, i.e. the statistical properties of 
the path loss function of both the interfering and the interfered system. This path loss data has 
been computed with the radiowave propagation models described in Section 3.  
The developed capacity model takes different interference mechanisms, such as the adjacent 
channel interference, out-of-band emissions, intermodulation and the crossmodulation into 
account. The capacity reduction due to the adjacent channel operation as a function of the 
guard band and the assumed cell ranges was computed both for macro and micro cellular 
network environments. The effect of different system parameters such as the MS filtering and 
isolation of the duplex filtering in the MS front end can be modeled as well.  
The results indicate that due to the different propagation conditions the impact of NB 
interference on WCDMA capacity is quite different for both microcellular or macrocellular 
network environments. The large LOS areas in NB microcells cause an increase in capacity 
reduction in WCDMA macrocells. The increased isolation available from WCDMA MS duplex 
filters decreases the effect of crossmodulation and intermodulation involving own transmission 
MS.  
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Figure 11. Illustration of the downlink interference power from the narrowband system to the 
WCDMA system. 
This developed DL capacity model considers only the increase of average interference levels 
and its effect on the capacity of the system. Thus it does not consider the effect of local and 
instantaneous interference been taken into account.  
An alternative method for computing the capacity reduction would be to use a system level 
simulator, which is a more complicated and time consuming approach from a model 
implementation and operating point of view. Therefore, the calculation method described in 
this study is very useful for radio system design purposes, especially when an initial ranking of 
the impact of the various interference phenomena is to performed. In this case one would need 
to consider additional phenomena, such as the effect of the crossmodulation in [P1] in more 
detail, as it is possible to perform additional studies with a system level simulator. For example, 
the developed analytical model does not take the effect of blocking due to the link specific Tx 
power limitations in DL. If the WCDMA mobile gets very close to the interfering BS and is far 
away from its own BS, link specific limitations would cause blocking in DL. However, this 
effect could be modeled using a network level system simulator.  
The developed analytical model [P1] can also be used for estimating the capacity loss in the 
case of two adjacent WCDMA carriers. A similar case has also been studied with a network 
level system simulator [42], [43] where the capacity reduction due to uncoordinated adjacent 
channel operations in DL was computed for two cases with the cell range of 577 meters by 
different organizations in 3GPP. The comparison between the analytical model [P1] and the 
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system simulator model is shown here. The system simulation result shown here is the average 
capacity reduction of results presented by different organizations. This average capacity 
reduction corresponds to the outcome of the 3GGP technical report [43]. For first case 
(medium case) the adjacent operator network was shifted from the considered own operator by 
289 meters (=577/2). For the second case (worst case) scenario, the shift was 577 meters, which 
means that the adjacent operator BSs were always at the cell edge of the own network. In the 
worst case the distance between the base stations in the own operator network was 1000 meters. 
The simulation scenario, suggested simulation parameters and the simulation results can be 
found in [43].   
Table 1 shows the parameter values used in the model [P1] for the comparison study. The 
only interference mechanism studied here is the adjacent channel interference (ACI) which has 
been modeled with the Adjacent Channel Interference Ratio (ACIR), which takes the combined 
effect of out-of-band emissions and adjacent channel selection into account as in [43]. The 
results of the comparison are presented in Figure 12. The results indicate that the analytical 
model [P1] is in good agreement, especially for ACIR values larger than 30 dB. For the smaller 
values the analytical model predicts larger capacity losses than the simulator models. One 
possible reason for this is that in the simulator model the link specific power limitations have 
been applied as well, and not just the limitations due to maximum BS transmission power. In 
these cases where the mobile is very close to the interfering BS it would consume too many BS 
Tx power resources from other users if the link specific power limitations were not taken into 
account, as it is actually the case with the analytical model. In the system simulator approach 
those mobiles are dropped to save resources for other users. However, in practice the capacity 
reduction should be around 5% (or less) and for these cases the developed model predicts the 
capacity reduction accurately enough.  
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Figure 12. Comparison of the capacity reduction results of the developed model [P1] and the 
system simulation simulator based models [43]. 
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Table 1. Parameters of the analytical model used in the verification simulations 
Ptx, Tx power of the WCDMA BS 43 dBm 
α, orthogonality factor of the macrocell 0.6 
N0, thermal noise at the MS including the noise figure -99 dBm 
fDL, average other to own cell interference ratio  0.55 
R, DL user bit-rate 8 kbps 
DL Eb/N0 target 7.9 dB 
PtxI , transmitting power of the microcell BS 42 dBm 
 
4.1.2. Downlink Coverage 
When the WCDMA mobile moves close to the interfering NB base station, its own base 
station has to increase the dedicated link specific powers in order to compensate for the effect 
of interference and to guarantee the quality of service. At some point the link specific power 
reaches its upper limit and the own base station is no longer able to guarantee the link quality. 
As explained in section 2.2 the radio resource management will reduce the bit-rate of the 
service or, in an extreme case will drop the call. Thus, the interfering, adjacent channel NB 
base stations will produce dead zones in the WCDMA coverage, especially when the path loss 
between the interfering BS and the WCDMA MS is small. The size of the dead zone is 
dependent on the services, path losses and the propagation environment. This phenomena 
shown in Figure 13 is studied in [P2].  
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Figure 13. Dead zones in the WCDMA coverage due to downlink narrowband interferers. 
When a narrowband interference is present, the received Eb/N0  in WCDMA MS should 
fulfill the following equation: 
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where ρi is the Eb/N0 -requirement of the downlink for the service Ri, pmax is the maximum 
allowed link specific DL power, Li is the path loss from the own base station to the MS i, Lj,i is 
the path loss from the WCDMA base station j to the MS i, P is the Tx power of the equally 
loaded network, INB,i is the interference component from the adjacent interfering network and N 
is the thermal noise power. The orthogonality factor for the user i is αi and K is the number of 
cells in the WCDMA system.  
By providing expressions for INB,i for each of the interference mechanisms, it is possible to 
solve the minimum allowed path loss problem from the jamming, adjacent base stations. These 
path loss curves can then be converted to the physical size of the dead zone area by using 
appropriate propagation model maps. The analysis shows the dead-zone areas for both 
interfering microcellular and macrocellular base stations. Paper [P9] shows the existence of 
dead zones in urban environment by using the static system simulator.  
The results show that the site locations of the narrowband network have a large impact on the 
interference levels in the WCDMA MS. Also, the cell size used for WCDMA significantly 
affects the dead-zone areas.  
 
4.1.3. Uplink Capacity 
The uplink interference from a TDMA system, such as GSM or WCDMA is non-continuous. 
Therefore proper channel coding in WCDMA will decrease or remove the effect of pulsed 
interference. This is not the case when the interference is continuous, e.g. in cases where an IS-
95 mobile (Narrowband CDMA system) is the main source of uplink interference. In [P3] the 
uplink interference levels in two coupled CDMA systems (IS95 and WCDMA) are studied by 
writing a pair of coupled equations for the WCDMA system with: 
WWISothWownW INIII =+++ 95  (32) 
and respectively for the IS-95 system with: 
IIWCDMAothIownI INIII =+++ . (33) 
IownW, IownI is the interference from the own cell and IothW, IothI is the interference from the 
other cells in the case of WCDMA and IS95 systems respectively. IIS95 is the interference from 
the IS95 system to WCDMA system and IWCDMA is the interference from the WCDMA to the 
IS95 system. NW and NI are the thermal noise power in the WCDMA and IS95 systems 
respectively.  
The interference levels at the WCDMA BS are dependent on the intra-system interference 
and the IS-95 interference due to the power leakage from the adjacent channel and vice versa. 
The interference levels can then be solved from the above equations (32)  and (33) as a function 
of the coupling loss ratios between these two systems. The statistics from the coupling loss 
ratios can be retrieved from the path loss maps. Also the effect of downlink blocking has been 
introduced into this analysis. This means that when an IS-95 MS is close to a WCDMA BS it 
can become blocked by the out of band emissions from the WCDMA BS and hence, the 
interference contribution from that MS should be ignored. The uplink capacity is defined here 
as the maximum number of users for which the coverage reduction is below a certain 
predefined threshold that guarantees the quality of the network.  
The results show that the network structure has a large impact on the capacity reduction 
because of the different propagation conditions in the macrocells and microcells. Macrocells 
are much better protected from uplink interference, since the minimum coupling loss (MCL) is 
large when compared to microcells. It is also observed that the microcell users do not interfere 
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with the adjacent system since the path loss to the own base station is low. The macrocell users, 
however, cause large interference in microcells due to low coupling losses and BS powers in 
microcells, and large coupling losses within the interfering macrocells. The low coupling loss in 
microcells results from the propagation conditions in microcells; the radiowave propagates 
through the street canyons where the line-of-sight areas are large compared to the overall cell 
area.  
This capacity reduction is strongly dependent on the used out-of-band emissions as well as 
the receive filter characteristics. Capacity reduction can be further decreased with a proper 
balancing of uplink and downlink adjacent channel leakage ratios. When the downlink ACIR is 
lower than the uplink ACIR, the downlink will block those mobiles that can cause high 
interference in the uplink direction.  
4.2. Capacity Effect of MS-to-MS Interference   
Paper [P4] derives the capacity reduction for the WCDMA downlink due to MS-to-MS (UE 
is the same as MS in 3GPP terminology) interference. The assumed frequency scenario in 
Figure 14 is the FDD UL/DL + additional FDD DL operation at the 2.5 GHz band identified by 
ITU-WP8F [44]. The developed downlink capacity model takes the average interference from 
closely located, spectrally adjacent mobiles into account. The model also supports non-uniform 
user distributions. The interference coupling due to BS-to-BS interference is included as well 
(Figure 15). 
 
Figure 14. Interference scenarios at 2.5 GHz frequency band. 
  
EXT   
INT   
EXT   
INT   
BS - BS interference   
UE - UE interference   
 
Figure 15. Interference coupling between two mobile stations operated at adjacent EXT and 
INT frequency bands in the 2.5 GHz FDD UL/DL+DL frequency scenario. 
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The developed downlink capacity model takes the average interference from closely located, 
spectrally adjacent mobiles into account. Typically, a spatially uniform user distribution is 
assumed when MS-to-MS interference is studied [43]. This is not, however, the actual situation.  
In fact the users in the radio cell are spatially non-uniformly located, e.g. indoor users are 
mainly located inside offices, shopping malls, restaurants etc. Business users are located within 
open-offices or conference rooms. Outdoor users are typically located in city squares, 
pedestrian streets or in parking areas. The developed model takes this non-uniform user 
distribution into account by assuming that the mobiles are located inside clusters. It is very 
important in radio system design to recognize these interference phenomena since, unlike the 
BS-to-MS interference between operators, the MS-to-MS interference is very difficult or 
perhaps even impossible to eliminate through network planning. The results indicate that the 
effect of the spatial user distribution, adjacent network loading, MS-to-MS propagation, cell 
size and the BS-BS isolation have to be taken into account when assessing the performance of 
radio systems where significant MS-to-MS interference is present.  
4.3. Performance of 2 Mbit/s in Microcellular Environment 
The feasibility of a 2 Mbit/s DL transmission with WCDMA is studied in [P5]. The 
performance of the high bit-rates is affected by intersymbol interference (ISI) when the 
propagation delays in the radio channel represent a large fraction of the chip duration. The 
multipath spread is determined by the propagation environment. The time dispersion is 
estimated by using the ray-tracing propagation model in [P6] which computes the field strength 
and delay of each propagation path. The statistics for the allocated RAKE fingers have been 
collected from the delay profile data predicted by the ray model. Then, link level simulations 
were carried out with various channel profiles and the performance of the 2 Mbps transmission 
in microcells was established based on these. The results show that 2 Mbps is feasible when the 
receiver is in the LOS or around the corner of a single building. When the receiver is further 
away the time dispersion of the radio channel increases, which in turn decreases the RAKE 
receiver performance due to the ISI. The performance of the high bit-rate with low spreading 
factors can be enhanced by deploying the chip equalizer in the reception instead of a RAKE 
receiver. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
n this thesis analytical methods for the analysis of the performance of WCDMA radio 
networks were developed. This work also includes the development of a suitable 
propagation model for radio network planning. The path loss maps produced by the 
propagation models have been utilized in the radio performance models as input data.  
These performance studies ([P1]-[P4], [P8] and [P9]) were part of a research project at 
Nokia where intersystem interference, especially from narrowband systems to WCDMA was 
studied. Spectrally adjacent systems decrease the capacity and the coverage of the interfered 
system both in the uplink and in the downlink direction. The aim of these studies was to 
determine the performance degradation due to adjacent channel operation. This strongly 
depends on the emission masks from the transmitter and the receiver filtering, both in the 
mobile and in the base station, as well as on other design parameters  such as the linearity of the 
mobile/base station receiver. These parameters are dependent on the implementation of the BS 
or the MS. The target of the network and the infrastructure design is to find a compromise 
between hardware complexity, required guard bands and the needed number of BS sites. One 
special application of these studies was the utilization of additional new frequency bands 
outside of the UMTS core band. These bands are, for example, the PCS band in the U.S. and 
the existing GSM band in Europe.  
The developed radio wave propagation model was described in this thesis. The model can be 
used for microcellular radio network planning and system design purposes. The model 
estimates the received field strength for both outdoor and indoor receiver locations when the 
transmitter is located outside the buildings. Typically, ray-tracing propagation models are 
relatively slow compared to statistical models since the calculation of ray paths is 
computationally complex. The developed model utilizes a computationally efficient algorithm 
to define the main propagation paths. The accuracy of the model is, however, sufficient for 
network planning purposes. The developed propagation model can be utilized in radio system 
research and also in system design.  
I 
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